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Abstract: Prospective application of vanadium compounds as therapeutics have emerged, but 

their use has been hampered due to lack of knowledge on the different V-containing species that 

may form and how they interact with blood and cell proteins, and enzymes. Here, we report 

several resolved structures of lysozyme with bound VIVO2+ and VIVOL, where L = 2,2’-

bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), and of trypsin with VIVO(picolinato)2 and VVO2(phen) 

moieties. Computational studies completed the refinement and shed light on the relevant role of 

hydrophobic interactions, H-bonds and microsolvation in the stabilization of the structures. 

Noteworthy, the trypsin−VVO2(phen) and trypsin−VIVO(OH)(phen) adducts correspond to 

similar energies suggesting a possible interconversion under the physiological conditions. Data 

obtained support the relevance of hydrolysis of VIV- and VV-complexes in the several types of 

binding established with proteins and formation of different adducts that may contribute to their 

pharmacological action, and significantly widens the knowledge of vanadium-protein 

interactions. 

 

 

Introduction 

The biological and medicinal properties of vanadium compounds (VCs) have been studied 

extensively[1] and several VCs have been found active as anti-parasitic,[1a, 2] anti-cancer,[1c, d, 3] 

anti-tuberculosis,[4] and for other types of therapeutic applications.[1c] 

Vanadium complexes containing 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) and 2,2'-bipyridine (bipy) and their 

derivatives have been one of the most studied classes, mainly addressing their anti-cancer and 

anti-parasitic action.[1a, c, d, f, 5] Possible biological targets and mechanisms of action of V-phen 

compounds have been discussed, and interaction with DNA has been typically considered as 

relevant,[1c, d] but other mechanisms have been proposed. 

Most studies determining the distribution of V in sub-cellular fractions – membranes (including 

mitochondrial), cytosol, cytoskeleton, nucleus – upon incubation with several different VCs, 

showed that the type of ligand normally affects the amount of V uptake and its distribution in 

blood and inside cells.[6] Nucleus is typically the fraction with lower V amounts, this suggesting 

other targets for VCs, namely proteins.  

Metal complexes may bind to proteins forming adducts often in a quite unselective fashion as 

recently discussed by Merlino[7] and Hartinger and co-workers.[8] Although the binding of VCs to 
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proteins has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically,[1c, 9] only two single-

crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD) structures of VIVO-compounds bound to proteins have been 

reported so far: the VIVO(pic)2−HEWL and VIVO(pic)2−RNase A adducts (Hpic = picolinic acid; 

HEWL = Hen Egg While Lysozyme; RNase A = ribonuclease A), where V covalently binds to 

the O-carboxylate of the side-chain of Asp52 and Glu111, respectively.[10] However, 

spectroscopic and computational data suggested that, beside to VIVOL2 moiety, with L being a 

monoanionic ligand, the binding to ‘bare’ ion VIVO2+ and to 1:1 species VIVOL+ (and possibly to 

their oxidized species, VVO2
+ and VVO2L) with one or two amino acid side-chain donors are 

possible.[ref] Compared to soft or borderline metal ions, such as Pd, Pt, Au, Ru, Re, Os, that 

prefer His-N, Lys-N, Arg-N, Met-S, Cys-S, the binding of V to amino acid side-chains with O 

donors should be favored.[ref] Moreover, with respect to these metals, vanadium shows a higher 

tendency to give redox reaction between the states +IV and +V.  

VIVO-compounds are susceptible to hydrolysis,[9i, 11] and VCs with polypyridyl ligands 

extensively hydrolyze and/or change their composition at low concentrations. Thus, 

decomposition of VIV-phen or VIV-bipy complexes in biological media probably leads to the 

release (at least partial) of free ligands[11b, 12] that are themselves biologically active.[13] Le et al. 

attributed the high cytotoxicity (at 72h) of the tested [VIVO(SO4)(4,7-dimetyhylphenanthroline)2] 

to the free polypyridyl and not to the VC,[12a] while more recently Nunes et al. measured IC50 

values of VIV-phen complexes with several cell lines at 3 or 24h of incubation time, finding that 

these are significantly lower than those of the free phen derivatives, while they are equal at 72h 

incubation.[6c] Moreover, the hydrolysis, depending on the strength of the ligand L, V 

concentration and general experimental conditions, may result in the formation of VIVOL2, 

VIVOL+ and VIVO2+ moieties which could bind to the specific and non specific sites of the 

proteins. Thus, these results require adequate explanation. According to some authors, the lack of 

the information on the active species in the organism and how the lack of selectivity in VC-

protein binding may be controlled are among the reasons why the tests on potential vanadium 

containing drugs have been stopped.[14] 

In this work we report the crystal structure of HEWL bound to VIVO2+, VIVO-bipy and VIVO-

phen species, and of trypsin bound to VIV/VO-phen and VIVO-pic moieties, as well as docking 

and QM/MM refinement and rationalization of these systems. The results contribute to the 

comprehension of the active species formed in vivo by biologically relevant VCs. 
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Results and Discussion 

Free VIVO2+ ions: HEWL–VIVO adducts 

The soaking of HEWL with VIVOSO4 (Supporting Information (SI), Section S1) gave rise to a 

high-resolution structure with three V-adducts bound next to residues Asp52, Asp87 and 

Leu129, with occupancy of 0.55, 0.65 and 0.50, respectively (Figure 1a). Data collection and 

refinement statistics are given in Table S1. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of the SC-XRD HEWL-VIVO complexes derived from VIVOSO4 (PDB-code: 

7Q0T). (a) Overall structure and the location of the three binding sites found; (b) details on metal 

coordination at the enzyme’s active site; (c) details on metal coordination at the C-terminus 

Leu129. Atoms from the symmetry-related chain are represented in white and labeled with the 

asterisk. Electron density maps are in blue (2Fo-Fc, contoured at 1σ) and yellow (anomalous, at 

3σ). 

 

The adduct located at the enzyme’s active site shows V bound in a bidentate fashion to the side-

chains of Asp52 and Asp46, a water molecule and an O-oxido; an anomalous electronic density 

peak next to V was also observed and interpreted as a Cl− derived from the crystallization 

conditions (Figure 1b). Although the distances and angles between V and the different ligands 
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suggest an octahedral geometry, no electron density was found for the 6th ligand. The refinement 

of this site was addressed computationally by docking studies followed by a series of QM/MM 

simulations (SI, Section S5). Docking simulations were done using the VIVO2+ moiety with 5 

coordination vacancies liable to interact with the protein, and the results clearly indicate that the 

active site is the preferential region for protein-V coordination, involving the equatorial binding 

of Asp52-COO− and Asn46-NH2CO, as seen in the crystal structure. The 1st coordination sphere 

was modelled adding an equatorial Cl− and one or two water molecules, giving the 5-coordinated 

or 6-coordinated adducts VIVOCl(Asp52-COO−)(Asn46-NH2CO)(H2O)1-2. The flipping of Asn59 

(dihedral Cα-Cβ-Cγ-Nδ, see Figure 2), located in the second coordination sphere of the metal and 

putatively playing a role in the adduct stabilization, was also studied considering that both 0° and 

180º rotamers are compatible with the electron density map.  

 

 

Figure 2. QM/MM most stable structure of OC-6 adduct of VIVO2+ with HEWL. The 

coordination environment and H-bond network of HEWL−VIVOCl(Asp52-COO−)(Asn46-

NH2CO)(H2O)2 adduct are depicted with the purple and blue lines, respectively. The flip of 

Asn59 (described by the dihedral angle Cα-Cβ-Cγ-Nδ) is also shown. 

 

The rotamer with the dihedral angle of 180° is ~10 kcal·mol−1 (ΔΔGaq) more stable than the 

other one, due to a more effective H-bond bridge between NH2 of Asn59 and the apical Ooxido, 

intercalated by a water molecule (Figure 2). Concerning the coordination number, which may be 
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five or six, the 5-coordinated trigonal bipyramidal adduct cannot be characterized as a minimum 

and evolves toward a square pyramidal geometry (SPY-5); further calculations indicated that the 

6-coordinated octahedral (OC-6) adduct, shown in Figure 2, with an additional axial water 

results ~6 kcal·mol−1 more stable when compared to the SPY-5 species, suggesting that the 

incomplete coordination sphere of the V at this site may arise from radiation damage during data 

collection. 

Concerning the superficial 2nd adduct, a VIV=O moiety was modelled next to the highly solvent 

exposed Asp87. Despite the reasonable occupancy, the high mobility of the region (reflected by 

the large B factor values) hampered detailed characterization of the complete adduct. 

The 3rd VIVO-moiety is located at the C-terminal region of HEWL which, as observed for other 

XRD structures,[15] is often disordered. Here, however, the density of C-terminus is perfectly 

defined, apparently stabilized by the presence of the metal (Figure 1c), in which the VIV=O 

moiety is equatorially bound to the main chain O of Leu129 and the same residue of a symmetry-

related molecule, in a trans arrangement. Three water molecules, one of them also belonging to a 

symmetry mate, complete the V equatorial positions.  

The detection of three metal-binding sites, with different characteristics, of VIVO2+ to HEWL, 

confirms the recent results obtained by ESI-MS technique,[16] and suggest that a mixture of 

adducts could be formed in the systems VIVO2+-protein, which may be, in part, responsible for 

the biological activity of this VC. 

 

Complexes 1:1: HEWL–VIVOL adducts  

The soaking of HEWL crystals with a solution containing VIVOSO4 and L (where L = bipy or 

phen) allowed obtaining HEWL–VIVOL adducts (SI, Section S1). Different binding sites on the 

protein surface are known, including its unique His residue (His15), and Lys1, Glu7, Lys13, 

Arg14, Asp18, Lys33, Asn93, Lys96, Lys97, Asp101, Asn103, Met105, Asp119; they bind a 

vast range of metal complexes, among which Pt, Ru, Au, Re, Os, Rh and Ir, depending on the 

HSAB features and steric requirements of these latter.[8, 15b, 17] The metalation of HEWL has been 

recently reviewed.[ref] In this case, similarly to the previously characterized HEWL–VIVO(pic)2 

species,[10a] no V-adducts were identified next to it. A careful inspection of the 2Fo-Fc density 

map, combined with further analysis of the calculated anomalous electron density map, showed 

the presence of V-adducts located at the HEWL active site, coordinated by Asp52. 
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The XRD structure obtained for the HEWL–VIVO(H2O)(bipy) adduct was modeled with an 

occupancy of 0.90 and B factors (ranging 15-20 Å2, Table S2) that do not differ significantly 

from those found in the neighboring residues. Vanadium, showing a nearly octahedral geometry, 

is bound to the side-chains of Asp52 and Asn46 through O-donors, the two N-donors of bipy and 

the Ooxido atom, in an anticlockwise configuration. Based on the observed electron density, a 

water molecule was added to the equatorial plane to complete the octahedral geometry (Figure 

3a). Interestingly, the obtained VIV=O bond (1.74 Å) is longer than the range usually observed 

for this interaction (1.57-1.65 Å). However, it is shorter than the one determined in the HEWL–

VIVO(pic)2 adduct (1.82 Å).[10a] As previously shown, such long values are due to the partial 

reduction of VIV during the X-ray data collection. The remaining determined bond lengths are 

within the expected range (Table 1). 

The bipy moiety is additionally stabilized by H-bonds between its two N-atoms and the O-atoms 

of the side-chains of Asp52 and Asn46, which are also H-bound to the Ooxido-atom. Moreover, 

hydrophobic interactions are established with Glu35, Gln57 and Val109. 

 

 

Figure 3. a) Structural representation of the SC-XRD HEWL−VIVO(H2O)(bipy) adduct at 1.34 

Å resolution (PDB-code: 7Q0U). The distorted octahedral geometry around V also includes a 

water molecule (W110). Electron density maps are in blue (2Fo-Fc, contoured at 1σ) and yellow 

(anomalous, at 3σ); b) QM/MM most stable structure of the anti-clockwise HEWL–

VIVO(H2O)(phen) adduct. Coordination environment and H-bond network are depicted as purple 
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and blue lines respectively. The explicit crystallographic waters at the active site are shown as 

well as the hydrophobic contacts. 

 

A series of docking simulations were done to gain insights into the chiral discrimination of the 

enzyme active site (SI, Section S5). Simulations excluding the crystallographic waters showed 

the binding to both the equatorial vacant sites of VIVO(bipy)2+ by Asp52-COO− and Asn46-

NH2CO side-chains. However, the equatorial plane appears perpendicular in respect to the XRD-

characterized orientation. Moreover, the predicted adduct presents a clockwise configuration. 

When XRD waters were explicitly included, the correct binding and anti-clockwise 

configuration is predicted with excellent agreement with the experimental (Figure S5), 

suggesting the pivotal role of microsolvation for chiral discrimination of the binding region. 

Finally, docking simulations confirm the hydrophobic interactions with Glu35, Gln57 and 

Val109 disclosed in the crystal structure. When compared with the previously available HEWL–

VIVO(pic)2 adduct with Asp52 binding,[10a] the new-characterized structure with 

VIVO(H2O)(bipy) presents interesting differences: i) the 1:1 stoichiometry of protein:VIVOL+ 

moiety instead of 1:2 VIVOL2 and ii) a local rearrangement of the protein that allows the 

coordination of the side-chain of Asn46 as the 4th equatorial donor in HEWL–VIVO(H2O)(bipy). 

 

Table 1: Bond lengths between VIV and the donor atoms in HEWL−VIVO(H2O)(bipy) and 

HEWL−VIVO(H2O)(phen) SC-XRD structures. PDB-codes: 7Q0U and 7Q0V, respectively 

Bond Distance [Å] 

 VIVO(H2O)(bipy) VIVO(H2O)(phen) 

V=Ooxido 1.74 1.60 

V–O (Asp52) 1.97 1.97 

V–O (Asn46) 2.01 2.09 

V–O (Water) 2.11 2.18 

V–N1 (bipy/phen) 2.14 2.25 

V–N2 (bipy/phen) 2.11 2.13 

 

Concerning the phenanthroline-containing system, a well-defined HEWL–VIVO–phen adduct is 

also found at the active site and modelled with a VIVO(H2O)(phen) moiety with an occupancy of 

0.75. As in the case of the bipy analogue, this moiety is bound to the side-chains of Asn46 and 

Asp52 in the equatorial plane, with also an apical water molecule. One of the rings of phen 
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partially lacks electron density, which, together with the fact that the V–O distances are very 

similar, limits the chiral assignation. Compared with the bipy case, the HEWL–

VIVO(H2O)(phen) adduct appears to be more disordered, which is also reflected by the higher B 

factors (Table S2). 

The refinement of this binding site was addressed computationally. Two different docking assays 

were carried out using the protein Cartesian coordinates obtained from the refined HEWL–

VIVO(H2O)(bipy) and HEWL–VIVO(H2O)(phen), including the crystallographic water 

molecules. In this preliminary analysis, the two anti- and clockwise coordination modes were 

predicted. In a 2nd step, the QM/MM relative stability of both chiral adducts were computed, 

demonstrating that the anti-clockwise adduct is favored, obtaining a Gaq value of 5.8 

kcal·mol−1. Overall, the most stable anti-clockwise adduct obtained computationally presents an 

excellent fitting with the electron density map. Similarly to the HEWL–VIVO(H2O)(bipy) adduct, 

the origin of the chiral discrimination is in the microsolvation structure of the binding region 

favoring the anti-clockwise isomer due to a more effective H-bond network, with solvent 

molecules bridging the aquo and oxido ligands with the Asp52 and Asn46 side-chains. 

Moreover, a stabilization network of phen by H-bonds and hydrophobic interactions, comparable 

to those described for the bipy system, was identified (Figure 3b). 

EPR data recorded at 77 K with crystals harvested from HEWL with VIVOSO4 and phen/bipy 

also indicate the interaction of the VIVOL2+ moiety with the protein (Figure 4). The |Az| = 

166(2) and 169(2)×10−4 cm−1, respectively for bipy- and phen-containing systems, confirm the 

presence of the adducts with spin Hamiltonian parameters in agreement with equatorial 

(Nbipy/phen, Nbipy/phen; COO–
Asp; COAsn). These EPR spectra are similar to those measured with 

solutions of HEWL powder and VIVOSO4 and phen/bipy (Section S3, Figure S1 and Table S3). 
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Figure 4. EPR spectra measured at 77 K of samples at pH = 4.5 prepared with HEWL crystals 

harvested with VIVOSO4 and either phen or bipy. 

 

ESI-MS spectrometry measurements (SI, section S1) accounts for the SC-XRD results. In fact, 

the spectrum recorded on the system containing HEWL, VIVO2+ ion and phen – reported in 

Figure 5 –, shows the presence of the adducts with the moieties VIVO(phen)(H2O) at 14569.9 Da 

(this corresponds to the XRD structure in Figure 3) and VIVO(H2O)2 at 14405.8 Da, obtained in 

the system with VIVO2+ alone (XRD structure shown in Figures 1 and 2). The presence of the 

fragment VIVO(H2O)2 indicates that the hydrolysis is significant under the experimental 

conditions and both the moieties could interact with the protein. In contrast, with bipy only the 

adduct HEWL–VIVO(H2O)2 was detected due to the lower stability of the VIVO–bipy than VIVO–

phen species (Figure S3).[ref] Notably, an intense peak of the bipy+H+ species appears at m/z = 

157.08, confirming that the ligand weakly interacts with vanadium. 

 

HEWL-VO-phen 

HEWL-VO-bipy 
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Figure 5. Deconvoluted ESI-MS(+) spectrum in a mixture H2O/MeOH 90/10 v/v of HEWL (5 

M) in the presence of VIVOCl2 (25 M) and phen (75 M) at pH 4.1. The masses of 

VIVO(H2O)2 and VIVO(phen)(H2O) are 103.0 Da and 265.0 Da, respectively.  

 

Complexes 1:2: Trypsin−VIVO(pic)2 adduct  

Co-crystallization experiments were done with bovine trypsin and VIVOSO4:Hpic solutions (SI, 

Section 1). The resulting 1.09 Å resolution structure belongs to the trigonal space group P3121 

exhibiting the two characteristic β-barrels and the Ca-binding site occupied. A single well-

defined VIV-adduct was found at the active site with 0.80 occupancy. Despite a slightly longer 

than ideal VIV=O bond length, the adduct indicates the presence of a VIV-species (Figure 6a): VIV 

adopts a distorted octahedral geometry and it is bound to Ser195 (at 1.98 Å), to an Ooxido-ligand 

(at 1.70 Å) and to two picolinate anions bound through the N-atoms (at 2.10 and 2.11 Å) and O-

atoms (at 2.03 and 2.11 Å). The binding between VIV and a Ser-O– was computationally 

predicted for a reduced form of a V bromoperoxidase,[18] but this is the first time that it is 

unambiguously demonstrated by SC-XRD for VIV. 
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Figure 6. a) Structural representation of the SC-XRD trypsin−VIVO(pic)2 adduct (PDB-code: 

7Q0X) highlighting the observed distorted octahedral geometry. Electron density maps are in 

blue (2Fo-Fc, contoured at 1σ) and yellow (anomalous, at 3σ). b) Docking first solution for the 

binding of OC-6-23-Λ isomers of the VIVO(pic)2 moiety with trypsin. Coordination environment 

and H-bond network are depicted as purple and blue lines, respectively. The explicit 

crystallographic waters at the active site are also shown (in red the internal and in orange the 

superficial), as well as the hydrophobic contacts. 

 

One of the picolinate moieties is further H-bound to the backbone of both Ser195 and Gln193, 

establishing also hydrophobic interactions with Phe41 and Cys42. The 2nd picolinate moiety is 

mainly stabilized by hydrophobic interactions with Cys191, Gln192, and Phe215. 

The chiral discrimination of the binding region towards the OC-6-23-Λ of VIVO(pic)2 was 

investigated by docking simulations (SI, section S5). The four most stable isomers OC-6-23/24-

Δ/Λ (Figure S4) were docked to the structures of solvated trypsin and free of the XRD water. In 

a first series of simulations, dockings on the water-free structure highlighted a clear preference 

for the OC-6-23-Λ and OC-6-24-Δ isomers, the latter being the most stable adduct, thus not 

reproducing the experimental XRD results. In a second series, when the more buried waters are 

included in the simulations, the general affinity trend is retained but a less clear chiral 

discrimination is predicted among the OC-6-23-Λ and OC-6-24-Δ moieties, that display similar 

binding affinities within 1 GoldScore unity. Finally, by including the surface waters, the 

experimental adduct is predicted as the most affine of the series with an RMSD of 0.944 Å, 
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highlighting, once again, the critical role of microsolvation. Indeed, the reason justifying the 

chiral discrimination of the binding region is the formation of a H-bond network stabilizing the 

OC-6-23-Λ moiety (Figure 6b). 

 

Oxidation processes: Trypsin−VIV/V(phen) adduct 

Bovine trypsin was also chosen to gain new experimental structural insight on phen binding to 

biomolecules (SI, Section S1). Overall, the co-crystallized 1.20 Å resolution structure presents a 

well-defined electron density including the presence of several distinct blobs corresponding to 

imidazole (Im) molecules from the crystallization conditions. A single V-adduct was found at the 

active site with 0.70 occupancy and a distorted octahedral geometry (Figure 7a). 

 

 

Figure 7. Structural representation of: a) SC-XRD trypsin−VVO2(phen)(Im) adduct (PDB-code: 

7Q0W), electron density maps are in blue (2Fo-Fc, contoured at 1σ) and yellow (anomalous, at 

3σ); b) superposition of the simulated adducts of VIVO(OH)(phen)(Im) (orange) and 

VVO2(phen)(Im) (blue) with trypsin. 

 

Trypsin acts as a monodentate ligand, binding V by the O-alkoxy donor from the side-chain of 

Ser195 (at 2.03 Å). The octahedral coordination is completed by a chelating phen, perfectly 

fitted into the 2Fo-Fc electron density map, with N-atoms at 2.15 and 2.25 Å, an Im ligand at 
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2.13 Å distance), used for the crystallization, and two O-donors at 1.70 and 1.71 Å. Considering 

their short bond lengths, the nature of these O-donors could be interpreted as two Ooxido or a 

(Ooxido, OH−) couple, leading to either VVO2 or VIVO(OH) vanadium adducts, respectively. The 

V–O bond distances, significantly shorter than those of V–OH2, suggest that the coordination by 

O-water donors may be excluded. The phen moiety is further stabilized by H-bonding (NH-

Ser195) and hydrophobic interactions (Phe41, Cys42, His57 and Ser214). 

Although none of the trypsin crystals (with VIVOSO4, VIVOSO4+Hpic, VIVOSO4+phen and 

VIVOSO4+bipy) showed EPR signals at 77 K, the spectra could be measured with fresh mixtures 

made from lyophilized trypsin and VIVOSO4+phen (or bipy) (1:1 and 1:2), at pH 7.4 (SI, section 

S3 and Table S4). This indicates that the VIV is likely to oxidize during the crystallization 

process. The |Az| obtained (163(1)×10−1 cm−1) are smaller than with HEWL and closer to the 

interaction of a 1:2 (VIVO:phen/bipy) binding. In the 51V NMR spectra of solutions made from 

lyophilized trypsin and VIVOSO4 or several VIVO-complexes at pH 7.0 (Figure S2), no peaks due 

to V-trypsin adducts could be clearly assigned. 

To gain insight into the oxidation process, the interaction of the V-phen moiety with trypsin was 

studied by DFT and docking simulations (SI, section S5). On one hand, DFT cluster simulations 

showed that the putative binding mode involving O-H2O naturally evolves toward 

[VIVO(OH)(phen)(Im)]+ and Ser195-OH, thus confirming the XRD results based on the pure 

structural parameters; on the other hand, [VIVO(OH)(phen)2]+ and [VVO2(phen)2]+, as well as the 

derived adducts [VVO2(phen)(Im)(Ser-O)], [VIVO(OH)(phen)(Im)(Ser-O)] were identified as 

DFT minima in solution. All species present distorted octahedral geometries with V–Ooxido and 

V–OH bond lengths of 1.6 and 1.9 Å, respectively (see Table S5). Remarkably, subsequent 

docking simulations carried out for the VVO2(phen)(Im) and VIVO(OH)(phen)(Im) moieties 

highlight the possibility for both species to coordinate Ser195 in the free apical position (Figure 

6b). The affinity values indicate that the VV-species is favored by ~8 GoldScore units due to a 

more effective H-bond between the equatorial Ooxido (in VV) than OOH ligand (in VIV adduct) 

with the NH of the backbone. Nevertheless, the small differences in binding affinity, as well as 

in the DFT V–O bond lengths, suggest that the binding with trypsin is possible for both moieties; 

oxidation may occur in solution and/or during the collection of diffraction data. The structure 

with VVO2 and the comparison with XRD are shown in Figure 7b. In a distinct docking assay, 

we also explored the eventual coordination of the VVO2(phen) and VIVO(OH)(phen) moieties 
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concluding that, even in the absence of the imidazole used in the crystallization experiments, the 

coordination by Ser195-O– is still possible. For the sake of conformity, dockings were also run 

removing the crystallographic waters and very similar results were obtained, proving that the 

microsolvation effects become relevant only for subtle phenomena like chiral selectivity. 

 

Conclusions 

Vanadium ions and complexes have clearly shown propensity to form adducts with proteins.[9o] 

However, apart from the well-known interference of monovanadate with phosphate dependent 

enzymes, and studies related to the transport of VCs in blood, not much is known about the 

binding of V-species to proteins at the molecular level. Besides the possible inhibition of the 

protein/enzyme, such binding may change the characteristics, properties and activity of the 

protein and/or complex, with physiological relevance. Till now most of the experimental 

confirmation of V-protein interactions came from spectroscopic and/or ESI-MS and/or MALDI-

MS data of VIV or VV complexes, as well as theoretical calculations,[9o] and this study is the first 

confirming experimentally both i) the versatility of VIV- and VV-complexes to bind to proteins, 

and ii) the relevance of speciation of the systems, to fully understand and predict which adducts 

might form with proteins, and their biological impact. 

Compared to second- and third-series transition metals, VIV- and VV-complexes are more labile 

and very susceptible to hydrolysis. As vanadium concentration (CV) decreases and depending on 

the binding strength of ligand (L) and on pH, under biological conditions processes such as 

VIVOL2 → VIVOL → VIVO(OH)n proceed in parallel with exchange of ligands and redox 

processes. For bipy and phen systems, a mixture of VIVOL+ and VIVOL2 plus 1:1 hydrolytic 

species exists and this explains the formation of HEWL–VIVOL adducts; in contrast, when the 

thermodynamic stability of VIVOL2 increases, as in the system with pic, then trypsin–VIVOL2 at 

pH = 7.5 is observed. This reflects what was recently discussed in the literature.[9o, 16]  

Therefore, for VIVOL2 complexes tested in the last few years for their therapeutic potential, 

several protein adducts are possible: the interaction can occur with the moieties VOL2, VOL+ 

and with the free metal ion VIVO2+ and this was confirmed in this study. For example, with 

picolinate, HEWL forms HEWL–VIVO(pic)2 adduct with the coordination of Asp52,[10a, 19] while 

with bipy and phen HEWL–VIVO(H2O)(bipy/phen) adducts are formed where Asn46 adds to 

Asp52 in the coordination. These data prove the expected preference for amino acid O donors. 
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Under physiological conditions, where CV is much lower, a mixture of protein–VIVOL2, protein–

VIVOL, and protein–VIVO will possibly exist. Moreover, with VIVO(phen)2+, we have 

demonstrated that, for the same proteins, more binding sites, probably with different strength, are 

observed. Finally, oxidation processes, favoured by hydrolysis, yielding fragments VIVO(OH) 

and then VVO2, may take place. The very similar energy found here for such species indicate 

their easy interconversion, its possible relation with the generation of Reactive Oxygen Species 

(ROS)[20] deserving further studies. So, as pointed out recently,[9o, 16, 21] a mixture of VIV/VV 

species can interact with proteins and contribute to the transport in the bloodstream, to the 

cellular uptake, to the receptor binding and to changes in metabolism and damage of cells, all 

phenomena involved in the biological/pharmacological action. 

The examples described in this work fully demonstrate that the interaction of VCs with proteins 

and the complexity associated with their binding are crucial factors for the therapeutic action of 

VCs. Topics such as how cytosolic or membrane proteins are affected, if they can change their 

conformation and/or lose their function upon vanadium binding, how VCs are uptaken by the 

cells and the correct identification of the active complex or complexes, are aspects to be 

clarified, which will boost the design of suitable V drugs. The increased understanding on the 

role of the protein microenvironment in providing clues to control the promiscuity of VC-protein 

binding is essential and the present work is an example of the power of integrating experimental 

and in silico data to disclose details relevant for the formation of protein−VC adducts. 
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